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Grading the Strength of a Body of Evidence When 
Comparing Medical Interventions 
 
K ey P oints  
 

• The EPC (Evidence-based Practice Center) approach is conceptually similar to the 
GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) 
system of evidence rating. 

• It requires assessment of four domains: risk of bias, consistency, directness, and 
precision. 

• Additional domains to be used when appropriate include dose-response association, 
presence of confounders that would diminish an observed effect, strength of association, 
and publication bias. 

• Strength of evidence receives a single grade: high, moderate, low, or insufficient. 
• EPCs should grade strength of evidence separately for each major outcome and, for 

Comparative Effectiveness Reviews, all major comparisons. 
• EPCs will collaborate with the GRADE group to address ongoing challenges in assessing 

the strength of evidence. 
 

Introduction 
Comparative Effectiveness Reviews (CERs), like systematic reviews in general, are essential 

tools for summarizing information to help make well-informed decisions about health care 
options.1 CERs explicitly compare two or more screening or diagnostic strategies or therapeutic 
interventions. The Evidence-based Practice Center (EPC) program, supported by the U.S. 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), produces substantial numbers of evidence 
reports and CERs. These reports are designed to accurately and transparently summarize a body 
of literature with the goal of helping clinicians, policymakers, and patients make well-informed 
decisions about health care.  Reviews should provide clear judgments about the strength of the 
evidence that underlies conclusions to enable decisionmakers to use them effectively.2 

In 2007, AHRQ supported a cross-EPC set of workgroups to develop guidance on major 
elements of designing, conducting, and reporting CERs.3 This paper reports the outcomes of the 
EPC workgroup on grading strength of evidence. We briefly explore the rationale for grading 
strength of evidence, define the domains of concern for evidence strength, and describe our 
recommended grading system for such reviews. Our main objective was to give guidance to 
EPCs for grading strength of evidence in CERs, but this guidance may also apply to other 
systematic reviews. 

The EPCs prepare reports that are used by a variety of decisionmakers, but they do not 
themselves develop recommendations.  Therefore, the goal of our evidence rating system is to 
facilitate use of the reports by decisionmakers who may have differing perspectives.  This 
separation of the raters of the strength of evidence from the decisionmakers led to some 
differences in the system we propose relative to other rating systems that are designed to be used 
directly by decisionmakers. 
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The EPC approach is based in large measure on the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations 
Assessment, Development and Evaluation) working group approach.4-6 We briefly discuss the 
differences in emphasis between the two systems. EPC and GRADE experts will explore ways to 
harmonize the two methods and to offer reviewers and decisionmakers a coordinated model for 
grading strength of evidence. This paper presents the approach that EPCs are expected to 
implement for CERs in the meantime.  

Strength of Evidence: Rationale 
Among organizations that make practice guidelines or coverage decisions and among experts 

who develop systematic reviews, assessment of the strength of a body of evidence is widely 
accepted. In drawing conclusions about strength of evidence, a growing number of organizations 
adopt systematic approaches to making judgments about the strength of evidence. A wide variety 
of grading systems is available for this purpose,7 and different organizations may weigh features, 
or domains, of a body of evidence differently. Consequently, discrepant, contradictory, or 
variable ratings may arise, and results may not be of practical help to some organizations. 

We note the important distinction between strength-of-evidence systems and evidence 
hierarchies. Evidence hierarchies traditionally focus only on study design, with systematic 
reviews of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and individual RCTs at the highest levels. By 
contrast, strength-of-evidence systems incorporate not only study design but also many other 
facets of the evidence, including study conduct, presence or absence of bias, quantity of 
evidence, directness (or indirectness) of evidence, consistency of evidence, and precision of 
estimates. By including these additional components in our approach, we have attempted to give 
decisionmakers a more comprehensive evaluation of the evidence. 

The aims of this work are to ensure appropriate methodologic consistency in how different 
EPCs grade the strength of evidence and to facilitate users’ interpretations of those grades and 
how they apply them in guideline development or other decisionmaking tasks. Attaining these 
goals rests in part on consistency and predictability in the domains that EPCs use in this effort. 
Although no one system for reporting results and grading the related strength of evidence is 
likely to suit all users, documentation and consistent reporting of the most important summary 
information about a body of literature will make reviews more useful to a broader range of 
potential audiences. 

Strength of Evidence: Domains 
The EPC approach to grading evidence begins with assessments of a set of agreed-upon 

domains pertaining to entire bodies of evidence about major outcomes (benefits and harms) and 
comparisons—i.e., outcomes and comparisons that are most important to decisionmakers in 
clinical practice and health policy. A determination of which outcomes and comparisons the 
EPCs consider important enough to warrant formal grading of the strength of the evidence will 
depend on the key questions, the clinical or policy context, and the purpose of the report. Major 
outcomes may include mortality, health-related quality of life, costs, potential harms, and for 
some reviews, intermediate end points or surrogate markers (for example, blood pressure control 
or cholesterol levels).  

The four major domains are risk of bias, consistency, directness, and precision of the 
evidence. In selecting these domains, we reviewed work by the U.S. Preventive Services Task 
Force,8 the GRADE Working Group4 (http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/), and other research 
by EPCs.7,9 EPC reviewers aggregate judgments about the strength of evidence with respect to 

http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/
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the domains into an overall evidence grade (explained below) for each major outcome. Tables 1 
and 2 present two sets of domains: “required” and “additional,” respectively.  Because the 
strength of evidence may vary between key questions in a systematic review and among 
comparisons within a key question, the EPC should evaluate the strength of evidence separately 
for each important comparison for each key question.   

Required Domains 
The first set, “required domains,” comprises four major constructs that EPCs should use for 

all major outcomes and comparison(s) of interest: risk of bias, consistency, directness, and 
precision. Table 1 defines these and indicates how to assess and apply them. These four domains 
are discussed in more detail below.  

Before assessing the required domains, EPCs should first identify the studies that address the 
outcomes and comparisons of interest. When no study is available for an outcome or comparison 
of interest, the evidence should be graded simply as insufficient. 

For the remaining major outcomes and comparisons of interest, the strength-of-evidence 
grade will depend on the required domains. EPCs have decided that focusing on consistency, 
directness, and precision is more informative than emphasizing just the number of studies. 
Nevertheless, for CERs, EPCs should record the numbers of studies both in total and for specific 
comparisons. They should also indicate the numbers of studies that form the basis of given 
findings or conclusions. In this way, readers can better understand the available evidence for any 
given outcome or comparison. 

Risk of Bias 
As noted in Table 1, the risk of bias for an evidence base will be derived from assessment of 

the risk of bias in individual studies. Risk of bias incorporates both study design and study 
conduct. For strength-of-evidence grading, this domain requires reviewers to assess the 
aggregate quality of studies within each major study design and integrate those assessments into 
an overall risk-of-bias score.  

Scores are denoted high, medium, or low. High risk of bias lowers the strength-of-evidence 
grade; low risk of bias raises it. If studies included in a systematic review differ substantially in 
risk of bias, EPCs may give greater weight or emphasis to the studies with a lower risk of bias.  
In formal meta-analyses, EPCs may choose to evaluate the influence of studies with differing 
risk of bias to aid in their assessment of the overall strength of evidence. 

Consistency 
Main considerations. Consistency refers to the degree of similarity in the effect sizes of 

different studies within an evidence base. If effect sizes indicate the same direction of effect and 
if the range of effect sizes is narrow, an evidence base can be judged to be consistent. This 
assessment enhances the overall strength-of-evidence grade. Nonoverlapping confidence 
intervals, significant unexplained clinical or statistical heterogeneity, or similar problems may 
reflect inconsistency. The presence of inconsistency is the chief concern for grading strength of 
evidence in this domain, and it would lead EPCs to reduce the overall strength-of-evidence 
grade.  

If meta-analysis is appropriate, EPCs can evaluate consistency using statistical tests and 
measures of heterogeneity (such as Cochran’s Q test or I2 statistics, as discussed in the 
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Quantitative Synthesis chapter of the Methods Guide for Comparative Effectiveness Reviews 
(http://effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/healthInfo.cfm?infotype=rr&ProcessID=60). 

Some bodies of evidence may show statistical heterogeneity in effect sizes but consistency in 
the direction of effect. Even if EPCs cannot explain the heterogeneity satisfactorily, they can still 
judge the evidence base to be consistent with respect to the direction of effect. With substantial 
unexplained heterogeneity, however, EPCs should be appropriately cautious about estimating 
treatment effects.  

EPCs should designate an evidence base as inconsistent when different studies show 
statistically significant effect sizes in opposite directions. In the absence of statistical testing or 
measurement of heterogeneity, EPCs can assess consistency on the basis of similarity of 
populations, interventions, and outcome measures.  

Evaluation of a single-study evidence base. Evaluation of consistency ideally requires an 
evidence base with independent replication of findings; therefore, EPCs cannot properly evaluate 
consistency in an evidence base with a single study. Even if the study is a large multicenter trial 
(i.e., a mega-trial), findings from different centers within such a study are rarely reported 
separately. If the results are reported separately for each center, EPCs may be able to evaluate 
consistency within the overall trial, but this is not truly independent replication. Any flaw 
(reported or not reported) in the trial design or conduct will likely be replicated at every center. 
Even pairs of mega-trials addressing the same clinical question (i.e., the same patient 
intervention-outcome combinations) may report discrepant results,10 and the methodology of 
mega-trials has been further questioned.11  

Thus, EPCs cannot be certain that a single trial, no matter how large or well designed, 
presents the definitive picture of any particular clinical benefit or harm for a given treatment.  
Accordingly, with respect to consistency, we recommend that EPCs judge single-study evidence 
bases "consistency unknown (single study)," which would generally decrease the strength-of-
evidence grade. 

Directness 
Directness concerns whether the evidence being assessed reflects a single, direct link 

between the interventions of interest and the ultimate health outcome under consideration 
(whether a benefit or harm). If direct evidence linking an intervention to the most ultimate 
outcomes is lacking, then two or more bodies of evidence are needed to link the intervention to 
health outcomes. When several bodies of evidence are involved, the ultimate decision about 
using an intervention may depend on the strength of evidence for every link in the causal chain.  

Some links in the causal chain will be more important than others. Thus, the final assessment 
of directness requires EPCs to consider the strength of evidence for each link as well as the 
importance of each link in the chain. Of particular salience is the extent to which evidence 
pertains to intermediate or surrogate outcomes rather than to ultimate patient-centered outcomes 
such as mortality, morbidity, and quality of life. More direct links enhance strength-of-evidence 
assessments (and vice versa).  

In an example involving enteral feeding12 used in this Methods Guide (see Principles for 
Developing Guidance for Comparing Medical Interventions),3 a large body of well-conducted 
randomized trials might demonstrate that enteral supplementation improved nutritional status and 
delivery of nutrients to the area of the wound. However, evidence of an association between a 
richer nutritional milieu and the ultimate outcome of complete healing may be weak. If this is a 
critical link in the causal chain, then the EPC can decide to grade the overall body of evidence as 
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indirect, which would weaken the strength of evidence. As illustrated in the chapter on Principles 
for Developing Guidance for Comparing Medical Interventions of this Methods Guide,3 use of an 
analytic framework is an important heuristic for determining how to evaluate evidence in a 
causal chain (e.g., in an overarching link or only in subsidiary linkages). 

For CERs in particular, directness also applies to comparing interventions. For example, if 
there are three alternative interventions—A, B, and C—having evidence that compares them 
directly—A vs. B, A vs. C, and B vs. C—is desirable. In many circumstances, such head-to-head 
evidence is not available. Under these circumstances, reviewers must look to indirect evidence, 
such as evidence for A vs. C and B vs. C but not A vs. B. Grades for such indirect evidence will 
not be as strong as those obtained from truly direct evidence.  

A single body of evidence is preferable to two bodies of evidence, particularly if the 
strengths of evidence for those two bodies of evidence differ in material ways. Assessing 
directness clarifies the degree to which evidence between the intervention and the ultimate health 
outcome does or does not meet the ideal set of studies addressing the overarching question. 

Precision 
Precision is the degree of certainty surrounding an estimate of effect with respect to a 

specific outcome. EPCs should assess the boundaries of the pooled confidence interval for that 
effect estimate in relation to a threshold that would allow CER users to make judgments about 
the treatments being compared. Relevant thresholds for precision include the boundary of 
statistical significance—that is, whether the estimate of an effect reaches accepted levels for 
statistical significance. A precise estimate should enable decisionmakers to draw conclusions 
about whether one treatment is, clinically speaking, inferior, equivalent (neither inferior nor 
superior), or superior to another.13,14  

Judgments about precision may depend on the importance of the outcome being measured, 
other clinically important outcomes, and the context of decisionmaking. They may also be 
contingent on whether the central issue is harms or benefits and the relative impact or size of 
those harms or benefits. This domain should be rated as precise or imprecise separately for each 
important outcome. 

Substantial variability does not necessarily render an estimate imprecise. A truly imprecise 
estimate is one with a confidence interval so wide that it does not rule out the superiority or 
inferiority of either treatment being compared—that is, an estimate whose confidence interval 
includes two incompatible possibilities: one treatment is clinically significantly better than the 
other, and the difference is in the opposite direction. In this case, no conclusion can be reached 
about the relative effectiveness of the two treatments. 

Additional Domains 
The second set of domains, which supplement the four required domains, consists of 

secondary constructs that EPCs should use and report if they are relevant to a particular CER. 
These domains are dose-response association, existence of confounders that would diminish an 
observed effect, strength of association (i.e., magnitude of effect), and publication bias. These 
domains also derive from our review of other rating systems, including GRADE. Table 2 
provides their definitions and ways to rate and apply them. Generally, we expect three of these 
domains—dose-response association, existence of confounding factors that would diminish an 
observed effect, and strength of association—to be applied more often to evidence from 
observational studies (of all types) than to evidence from RCTs. 
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The EPCs will invoke publication bias concerns when they have reason to believe that 
relevant empirical findings have not been published or are not otherwise available. Three 
situations are particularly relevant: (1) when negative, no-difference, or other studies with results 
that are substantially different from published studies are unavailable; (2) when the results of 
completed studies (e.g., those noted in ClinicalTrials.gov as having been ended 3 or more years 
in the past) have clearly not been published (save, perhaps, in abstract form); and (3) when trial 
protocols specify certain secondary end points for which results have not been reported (even if 
other results have been published). EPCs should consider and report on publication bias insofar 
as it appears to influence scores for either required or other domains (e.g., consistency or 
precision).   

Applicability   
A wide array of groups use EPC reports; not surprisingly, the context and populations these 

users consider relevant may differ.  Thus, evidence that one group may consider applicable to the 
population of interest may not be applicable to the population of interest of another group.  For 
this reason, we have chosen to make our judgments about applicability explicit and separate from 
assessments of other domains of strength of evidence.  In doing so, we aim to make it clear when 
our statements about the evidence are based on applicability rather than on other aspects of the 
evidence.  Our goal in assessing applicability separately is to enable decisionmakers to take into 
account how well the evidence maps to the patient populations, settings, diseases or conditions, 
interventions, comparators, and outcomes that are most relevant to their decisions. 
Decisionmakers may determine that evidence is not readily applicable to their population of 
interest, and they should make recommendations accordingly. 

Thus, we recommend that EPCs summarize characteristics that decisionmakers may need to 
consider in assessing the applicability of the evidence. In particular, EPCs should record 
information about applicability for the outcomes and comparisons for which they specify an 
overall strength-of-evidence rating. Summarizing such information in a separate table, which 
decisionmakers can review along with the strength-of-evidence table, may be helpful. Guidance 
for this process will be available in the Assessing Applicability paper of the Methods Guide, 
which was under review at the time of publication of this paper.  

Procedures for Assessing Domains  
EPCs should have two or more reviewers with the appropriate clinical and methodological 

expertise separately assess each required domain (or each optional domain, as relevant) for each 
major outcome (whether benefit or harm). Differences should be resolved by consensus or 
mediation by an additional expert reviewer. Although the consensus judgments will appear in 
tables in the reviews, EPCs should record and save each reviewer’s individual judgments about 
domains as background documentation.  

Overall Strength-of-Evidence Grade 

Four Strength-of-Evidence Levels 
The overall grade for strength of evidence reflects a global assessment that takes the required 

domains directly into account and, as needed, incorporates judgments about the additional 
domains as well. For each comparison of interest, EPCs should rate strength of evidence for each 
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major benefit (e.g., positive impact on health outcomes such as physical function or quality of 
life, or effects on laboratory measures or other surrogate variables) and each major harm 
(ranging from rare, serious, or life-threatening adverse events to common but bothersome 
effects). For both benefits and harms, EPCs should focus on the outcomes most relevant to 
patients, clinicians, and policymakers. 

Systematic reviews and CERs can be broad in scope, encompassing multiple patient 
populations, interventions, and outcomes. EPCs are not expected to grade every possible 
comparison for every outcome. Rather, reviewers should set clear priorities, assigning grades to 
those combinations (patients-interventions-outcomes) that are likely to be of greatest interest to 
users of the report.  EPCs should also state clearly which interventions, outcomes, and 
comparators they included for each strength-of-evidence grade.  For example, an evidence grade 
might apply to a link in an analytic framework, or it might apply to a specific intervention for a 
specific set of outcomes in a particular population.  EPCs should also make clear which of the 
comparators or interventions is favored for each strength-of-evidence grade.   

Table 3 summarizes the four levels of grades that EPCs should use. Each level has two 
components. The first, principal definition concerns the level of confidence the authors place in 
the estimate of effect for the benefit or harm (i.e., their judgment that the evidence reflects the 
true effect). The second, subsidiary definition involves a subjective assessment of the likelihood 
that future research might affect the level of confidence in the estimate or actually change that 
estimate. 

Grades are denoted high, moderate, low, and insufficient. They are not designated by Roman 
numerals or other symbols. 

High, moderate, or low strength of evidence 
Assigning a grade of high, moderate, or low implies that an evidence base is available from 

which to estimate an effect. EPCs understand that, even when evidence is low, consumers, 
clinicians, and policymakers may find themselves in the position of having to make choices and 
decisions. The designations of high, moderate, and low should convey how secure reviewers feel 
about decisions based on evidence of differing grades. EPCs should apply discrete grades and 
avoid designations such as “low to moderate” strength of evidence. 

Insufficient 
In some cases, the reviewers cannot draw conclusions for a particular outcome, specific 

comparison, or other question of interest. In these situations, the EPC should assign a grade of 
insufficient. Such situations arise in two main ways.  

First, evidence for an outcome receives a grade of insufficient when no evidence is available 
from the included studies. This case includes the absence of any relevant studies whatsoever. In 
CERs, for example, certain drug comparisons may never have been studied (or published) in 
head-to-head trials and placebo-controlled trials of the multiple drugs of interest may not provide 
adequate indirect evidence for any comparisons. 

Second, a grade of insufficient is also appropriate when evidence on the outcome is too 
weak, sparse, or inconsistent to permit any conclusion to be drawn. This situation can reflect 
several complicated conditions, such as unacceptably high risk of bias or a major inconsistency 
that cannot be explained (e.g., two studies with the same risk of bias that found opposite results, 
with no clear explanation for the discrepancy). Imprecise data may also lead to a grade of 
insufficient, specifically when the confidence interval is so wide that it includes two 
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incompatible conclusions: that one treatment is clinically significantly better than the other and 
that it is worse. Indirect data based on only one study or comparison could also receive a grade 
of insufficient. If a single quantitative estimate is desired, the strength of evidence may be 
insufficient if an effect size cannot be calculated from reported information or if heterogeneity 
cannot be explained. This same evidence base may still be sufficient to permit a conclusion about 
the general direction of the effect, but EPCs need to take care not to conflate “low” strength of 
evidence with “insufficient.”  

Incorporating Multiple Domains into an Overall Grade 
To assign an overall grade to the strength of a body of evidence, EPCs must decide how to 

incorporate multiple domains into that overall assessment. In some systems, such as that of the 
GRADE working group,4-6 the overall grade for strength of evidence (which it calls quality of 
evidence) is calculated from the ratings for each domain using a method that provides guidance 
on how to upgrade or downgrade the rating of the evidence. Such a system has the advantage of 
transparency because it clearly delineates a direct path from the evidence to its grade.  

Although a system that uses such a method may offer advantages in terms of transparency, as 
yet there is not empirical evidence to support the superiority of a particular point system 
compared with a more qualitative approach. Furthermore, some evidence suggests no difference 
in accuracy between quantitative and qualitative systems.7 Research is needed to compare the 
performance of a point system approach with other grading systems before we can recommend 
that EPCs use any specific system. Thus, EPCs may use different approaches to incorporate 
multiple domains into an overall strength-of-evidence grade.  

The EPCs should explain the rationale for their approach to rating of strength of evidence 
and note which domains were important in upgrading or downgrading the strength of evidence.  
GRADE uses an algorithm to help reviewers to be clear about how they consider domains to 
produce the grade. EPCs may use the GRADE system or their own weighting system, or they 
may elect to use a qualitative approach, so long as the rationale for ratings of strength of 
evidence is clear.  Several general principles that all should follow are important.  

First, the risk of bias based on the design and conduct of the available studies is an essential 
component to rating the overall body of evidence. In considering the risk-of-bias domain, EPCs 
should consider which study design is most appropriate to reduce bias for each question.  For 
many of the traditional therapeutic interventions, evidence that is based on well-conducted 
randomized trials will have less risk of bias than does evidence based on observational studies. 
For these outcomes, if randomized trial data are available, EPCs may choose to start with a rating 
of low for the risk-of-bias domain and change the assessment of this domain if the RCTs have 
important flaws.  For these traditional therapeutic intervention questions, observational data 
would generally start with a high risk of bias but may be altered depending on the conduct of the 
study.  As with all questions, the overall strength of evidence must incorporate assessments of 
other domains in addition to risk of bias.  

 Second, EPCs should assess each of the major domains for rating the overall strength of 
evidence. Assessment of consistency, directness, and precision may reveal strengths or 
weaknesses with the entire body of evidence and lead to a strength of evidence that is either 
higher or lower than would be obtained by considering only risk of bias.  EPCs should also 
consider the additional domains when appropriate; they need not report on those domains when 
they regard them as irrelevant to the review in question. The strength of the evidence would be 
weakened by concerns about publication bias. In contrast, several factors may increase strength 
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of evidence and are especially relevant for observational studies, where one may typically begin 
with a lower overall strength of evidence based on the risk of bias. Presence of a clear dose-
response association or a very strong association would justify increasing strength of evidence.  
If the confounding that may exist in a study would decrease the observed effect, but an effect is 
observed despite this possible confounding, the EPC may wish to upgrade the strength of 
evidence.   

Third, EPCs should decide a priori how to incorporate each domain into an overall strength 
of evidence and what measures they will use to ensure accuracy and consistency of evidence 
ratings.  The degree to which the overall strength of evidence is altered by additional domains 
that are used is a judgment that EPCs should explain in the report. 

Key Procedures 
EPCs should also take specific steps to ensure reliability and transparency within their own 

work (both in individual reviews and across them) when incorporating domains into an overall 
grade. As a first step, they should be explicit about whether the evidence grade will be 
determined by a point system for combining ratings of the domains or by a qualitative 
consideration of the domains. They should carefully document procedures used to grade strength 
of evidence and provide enough detail within the report to assure that the users can grasp the 
methods that were employed. EPCs should, furthermore, keep records of their procedures and 
results for each review so that they may contribute to the overall EPC expertise and science of 
grading evidence. 

Second, EPCs should identify the domains that are most important for the targeted body of 
evidence and decide how to weight the domains when assigning the evidence grade. For the sake 
of consistency across reviews, the domains should be defined using the terminology presented in 
this chapter. In the absence of evidence to support specific systems for weighting of the domains, 
both qualitative and quantitative approaches are acceptable.  EPCs may also choose to follow 
GRADE guidance for downgrading and upgrading evidence based on assessments of each 
domain. In general, the first or highest priority should be given to the domain for risk of bias, as 
it is well established that evidence is strongest when the study design and conduct have the 
lowest risk of bias. 

The third step is to develop an explicit procedure for ensuring a high degree of inter-rater 
reliability for rating individual domains. As mentioned earlier, this assumes that at least two 
reviewers with appropriate clinical and methodological expertise will rate each domain. In 
addition, EPCs should assess the resulting inter-rater reliability for each domain. Although EPCs 
generally will not include the details of the reliability assessment in their CERs, they should keep 
records of this information. By documenting this information, EPCs will be able to increase 
knowledge about the reliability of the grading system.  

The fourth step is to use the ratings of the domains to assign an overall strength-of-evidence 
grade according to the decisions made in the first through third steps. If this action involves a 
qualitative approach with subjective weighting of the domains, EPCs should consider using at 
least two reviewers and assessing the inter-rater reliability of this step in the process. That will 
not be necessary if the approach involves a formulaic calculation or algorithm based on the 
ratings of the domains. However, the scoring system or algorithm should be specified in 
sufficient detail to permit readers to replicate it if desired.  
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The fifth step is to prepare a narrative explanation of the reasoning used to arrive at the 
overall grade for each body of evidence. This should include an explanation of what domains 
played important roles in the ultimate grades.  

Reporting Strength of Evidence 
As noted above, CERs should present information about all comparisons of interest for the 

outcomes that are most important to patients and other decisionmakers. Thus, strength of 
evidence should relate to those important outcomes. Complete and perfect information is rarely 
available. For some treatments, data may be lacking about one or more of the outcomes. In other 
cases, the available evidence comes from studies that have important flaws, is imprecise, or is 
not applicable to some populations of interest. For these reasons, EPCs should also present 
information that will help decisionmakers judge the risk of bias in the estimates of effect, assess 
the applicability of the evidence to populations of interest, and take imprecision and other factors 
into account. 

Table 4 illustrates one approach to providing actionable information to decisionmakers that 
reflects strength of evidence. It presents information pertinent to assessing evidence strength 
from different types of studies—specifically on the four required domains—and it displays 
estimates of the magnitude of effect (right column).  

For the outcome as a whole (e.g., mortality or quality of life), the table also gives the overall 
rating. It shows, for instance, that one fair-quality RCT reported mortality, which was lower by 
one patient per 100 treated (i.e., 1 percent), a difference that was not statistically significant (95-
percent confidence interval [CI], -4 percent to +3 percent). For the same comparison, 14 
retrospective cohort studies had a wide range of effect sizes (range -7 percent to +5 percent). Had 
these estimates been precise and consistent (e.g., narrower CI for the RCT, consistent cohort 
studies to allow a summary effect size), one might have been able to reach a conclusion. 
However, the evidence is insufficient to allow a conclusion for mortality. 

Although Table 4 illustrates how EPCs might organize information about the strength of 
evidence and magnitude of effect in ways useful to decisionmakers, it is incomplete. First, the 
table does not convey any information about the applicability of the evidence, which would be 
presented through other means (text or table). Second, a narrative summary of the results is also 
essential for interpreting the results of a literature synthesis. 

Discussion 
The EPC approach to rating the strength of evidence draws heavily on the international 

GRADE system; both conceptually and substantively, it is similar to GRADE.  Our 
recommendations address specific circumstances of the EPC program, which differ from those of 
some groups that use GRADE.  The EPC program produces systematic reviews, but it is not 
involved directly in development of recommendations or guidelines.  Rather, EPC reports are 
used by a spectrum of government agencies, professional societies, and other stakeholders.  Our 
approach for grading strength of evidence and discussing applicability of the evidence is meant 
to facilitate use of the EPC reports by this broad group of users. 

We recommend that EPCs rate strength of evidence based on a core group of domains that 
include risk of bias, consistency, directness, and precision.  Randomized trials will generally be 
assessed to have a low risk of bias, which correlates with a high strength of evidence, but may be 
changed after evaluation of other domains.  Evidence based on observational studies will 
generally have a high risk of bias, which correlates with a low strength of evidence, but may be 
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rated higher after evaluating other domains.  When appropriate, the EPCs can also use additional 
domains of dose-response association, the impact of plausible confounding, strength of 
association, and publication bias to upgrade or downgrade the strength of evidence.    

This overall approach is similar to the methods used in the GRADE system. In GRADE, 
evidence based on observational studies starts with a strength of low and can be upgraded based 
on several factors. In the approach we describe here, the EPC may believe that, for certain 
outcomes, such as harms, observational studies have less risk of bias than do randomized trials or 
that the available randomized trials have a substantial risk of bias. In such instances, the EPC 
may either move up the initial rating of strength of evidence based on observational studies to 
moderate or move down the initial rating based on randomized trials to moderate or low. 

We recognize that some types of evidence, such as evidence about public health 
interventions, quality improvement studies, and studies of diagnostic tests, may be challenging to 
rate. With these nontherapeutic intervention questions, the challenge to the EPCs is to determine 
the study design that is most appropriate to minimize the risk of bias.  For example, the EPCs 
may find that particular types of studies, such as interrupted time series, reduce the risk of bias 
more than do other types of observational studies.  Although the EPCs can take into account 
criteria other than those specified expressly by GRADE in assessing the risk of bias of 
observational (nonrandomized) studies as moderate, we caution that changing the assessment of 
observational studies for risk of bias should be done judiciously. 

AHRQ CERs have often focused on pharmaceutical therapies, for which both efficacy and 
effectiveness trials15 are a major source of information. The domains discussed above are directly 
relevant to studies of most drugs. In the future, CERs may increasingly assess diagnostic tests or 
strategies. For these technologies, RCTs may not be the origin of much relevant information, and 
the studies that are available may have special methodologic features. Further conceptual or 
empirical work may be warranted to explore whether the EPC approach to grading strength of 
evidence described here remains appropriate for such interventions. EPCs are encouraged to 
keep careful records of the application of these methods to nonpharmacologic interventions. 

 In arriving at an overall strength-of-evidence grade, the crucial requirement is 
transparency.  The EPC method implies that EPCs can, if they choose, make a global assessment 
of the overall quality of evidence rather than explicitly use scores for each domain and then 
combine them. Nevertheless, EPCs are encouraged to make judgments for individual domains as 
a first step and to be especially sensitive to the effects of any “borderline” scores for those 
domains and their impact on the overall score.  Being explicit and transparent about what criteria 
are used to raise or lower grades is the essential element in this step.   

As noted earlier, the EPC approach emphasizes assessment of applicability separately from 
strength of evidence.  GRADE also addresses applicability, which is incorporated within the 
general concept of directness.  The rationale for the EPC approach is that many stakeholders use 
EPC reviews for developing guidelines or making clinical or health policy decisions, and they 
may have quite different views on how much, or little, the evidence applies to populations of 
interest to them. Future EPC reports will have a discussion and information about applicability, 
and the intention is for the various users and audiences to read this section of the report and make 
their own judgments.   

A consistent approach for grading the strength of evidence—one that decisionmakers can 
readily recognize and interpret—is highly desirable. To that end, the EPCs and the GRADE 
working group will continue to collaborate to facilitate consistency across grading systems. 
Refinements and modifications of the approach outlined here can be found at 
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www.effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov as they become available. Meanwhile, this paper codifies the 
interim guidance that EPCs can follow to strengthen the consistency within the AHRQ 
program’s current and coming reports and products.  
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Table 1. Required domains and their definitions 
Domain Definition and elements Score and application 
Risk of bias Risk of bias is the degree to which the included studies 

for a given outcome or comparison have a high 
likelihood of adequate protection against bias (i.e., 
good internal validity), assessed through two main 
elements: 
• Study design (e.g., RCTs or observational studies) 
• Aggregate quality of the studies under 

consideration. Information for this determination 
comes from the rating of quality (good/fair/poor) 
done for individual studies 

Use one of three levels of aggregate risk of 
bias:  
• Low risk of bias 
• Medium risk of bias 
• High risk of bias 
 

Consistency The principal definition of consistency is the degree to 
which reported effect sizes from included studies 
appear to have the same direction of effect. This can 
be assessed through two main elements: 
• Effect sizes have the same sign (that is, are on the 

same side of “no effect”)  
• The range of effect sizes is narrow.  
 

Use one of three levels of consistency:  
• Consistent (i.e., no inconsistency) 
• Inconsistent 
• Unknown or not applicable (e.g., single 

study)  
As noted in the text, single-study evidence 
bases (even mega-trials) cannot be judged 
with respect to consistency. In that 
instance, use “consistency unknown (single 
study).” 

Directness The rating of directness relates to whether the 
evidence links the interventions directly to health 
outcomes. For a comparison of two treatments, 
directness implies that head-to-head trials measure 
the most important health or ultimate outcomes.  
 

Two types of directness, which can coexist, may be of 
concern: Evidence is indirect if:  
• It uses intermediate or surrogate outcomes instead 

of health outcomes. In this case, one body of 
evidence links the intervention to intermediate 
outcomes and another body of evidence links the 
intermediate to most important (health or ultimate) 
outcomes.  

• It uses two or more bodies of evidence to compare 
interventions A and B— e.g., studies of A vs. 
placebo and B vs. placebo, or studies of A vs. C 
and B vs. C but not A vs. B. 

Indirectness always implies that more than one body 
of evidence is required to link interventions to the most 
important health outcomes.  
 
Directness may be contingent on the outcomes of 
interest. EPC authors are expected to make clear the 
outcomes involved when assessing this domain. 

Score dichotomously as one of two levels 
of directness:  
• Direct 
• Indirect 
If indirect, specify which of the two types of 
indirectness accounts for the rating (or 
both, if that is the case)—namely, use of 
intermediate/surrogate outcomes rather 
than health outcomes and use of indirect 
comparisons. Comment on the potential 
weaknesses caused by, or inherent in, the 
indirect analysis. The EPC should note if 
both direct and indirect evidence was 
available, particularly when indirect 
evidence supports a small body of direct 
evidence. 

Precision Precision is the degree of certainty surrounding an 
effect estimate with respect to a given outcome (i.e., 
for each outcome separately).  
 
If a meta-analysis was performed, this will be the 
confidence interval around the summary effect size. 
 

Score dichotomously as one of two levels of 
precision:  
• Precise 
• Imprecise 
A precise estimate is an estimate that 
would allow a clinically useful conclusion. 
An imprecise estimate is one for which the 
confidence interval is wide enough to 
include clinically distinct conclusions. For 
example, results may be statistically 
compatible with both clinically important 
superiority and inferiority (i.e., the direction 
of effect is unknown), a circumstance that 
will preclude a valid conclusion.  

EPC, Evidence-based Practice Center; RCT, randomized controlled trial.
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Table 2.  Additional domains and their definitions 
Domain Definition and elements Score and application 
Dose-
response 
association 

This association, either across or within 
studies, refers to a pattern of a larger effect 
with greater exposure (dose, duration, 
adherence).  

This additional domain should be rated if studies 
in the evidence base have noted levels of 
exposure. Use one of three levels:  
• Present: Dose-response pattern observed 
• Not present: No dose-response pattern 

observed (dose-response relationship not 
present) 

• NA (not applicable or not tested) 
Plausible 
confounding 
that would 
decrease 
observed 
effect  
 

Occasionally, in an observational study, 
plausible confounding factors would work in 
the direction opposite that of the observed 
effect. Had these confounders not been 
present, the observed effect would have 
been even larger than the one observed. In 
such a case, an EPC may wish to upgrade 
the level of evidence. 

This additional domain should be considered if 
plausible confounding exists that would 
decrease the observed effect.  
Use one of two levels: 
• Present: Confounding factors that would 

decrease the observed effect may be 
present  

• Absent: Confounding factors that would 
decrease the observed effect are not likely to 
be present  

Strength of 
association 
(magnitude of 
effect) 

Strength of association refers to the 
likelihood that the observed effect is large 
enough that it cannot have occurred solely 
as a result of bias from potential confounding 
factors.  

This additional domain should be considered if 
the effect size is particularly large.  
Use one of two levels: 
• Strong: Large effect size that is unlikely to 

have occurred in the absence of a true effect 
of the intervention  

• Weak: Small enough effect size that it could 
have occurred solely as a result of bias from 
confounding factors  

Publication 
bias 

Publication bias indicates that studies may 
have been published selectively, with the 
result that the estimated effect of an 
intervention based on published studies does 
not reflect the true effect. The finding that 
only a small proportion of relevant trials (or 
other studies) has been published or 
reported in a results database may indicate a 
higher risk of publication bias, which in turn 
may undermine the overall robustness of a 
body of evidence.  
 

Publication bias need not be formally scored. 
However, it can influence ratings of consistency, 
precision, magnitude of effect, and, to a lesser 
degree, risk of bias and directness. If EPCs 
identify unpublished trials and if the results differ 
from those of published studies, they can take 
these factors into account in their rating for 
consistency and in calculating a summary 
confidence interval for an effect. We encourage 
authors to comment on publication bias when 
circumstances suggest that relevant empirical 
findings, particularly negative or no-difference 
findings, have not been published or are not 
otherwise available.  

EPC, Evidence-based Practice Center. 
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Table 3. Strength-of-evidence grades and definitions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 4. Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2: Numbers of studies and subjects, strength-of-evidence 
domains, magnitude of effect, and strength of evidence for key outcomes 

Number 
of 
studies; 
subjects 

Domains pertaining to strength of evidence Magnitude of effect and 
strength of evidence 

 
 

Risk of bias: Consistency Directness Precision Absolute risk difference per 100 
patients 

Mortality Insufficient SOE 
1;80 RCT/Medium Unknown Direct Imprecise -1 (95% CI -4 to +3) 
14;384 Retrospective 

cohort/  
Medium 

Inconsistent  Direct Imprecise -7 to +5 (range) 

Myocardial infarction Low SOE 
7: 625 Retrospective 

cohort/  
High 

Consistent Direct Precise -3 (95% CI -5 to -1) 

Severe diarrhea Moderate SOE 
4; 256 RCTs/ 

Medium 
 

Consistent  Direct Imprecise -4 (95% CI -8 to +1) 

14; 
28,400 

Cohort / 
Medium 

Consistent Direct Precise -5 (95% CI -8 to -2) 

Improved quality of life High SOE 
6; 265 RCTs/  

Low 
Consistent  Direct Precise -5 (95% CI -1 to -7) 

Ulcer healing High SOE 
6; 265 RCTs/ Low Consistent Direct Precise +12 (95% CI +4 to +27) 
5; 684 Retrospective 

cohort / 
Low 

Consistent Direct Precise +17 (95% CI +12 to +22) 

CI, confidence interval; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SOE, strength of evidence.  

 
 

Grade Definition 
High High confidence that the evidence reflects the 

true effect. Further research is very unlikely to 
change our confidence in the estimate of effect. 

Moderate Moderate confidence that the evidence 
reflects the true effect. Further research may 
change our confidence in the estimate of effect 
and may change the estimate.  

Low Low confidence that the evidence reflects the 
true effect. Further research is likely to change 
the confidence in the estimate of effect and is 
likely to change the estimate. 

Insufficient Evidence either is unavailable or does not permit 
a conclusion.  
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